Southern Sport Shooters Challenge
G-Style Pistol 19 November 2022 @ TSGC

Divisions:
1. Limited Pistol.
I. Semi-auto pistol, ten round magazines or larger.
II. Caliber, .380 cal. or larger (not to exceed .44 S&W).
III. Sights, iron. Front and Rear, notch and post or ghost ring style.
IV. External modifications not allowed, compensators or nonfactory ported barrels and “gas pedals” or “gas pedal cuts”. All
other external modifications allowed. (i.e. grip texture
enhancements, extended controls, and add-on mag wells.)

2. Unlimited Pistol.
I. Semi-auto pistol, ten round magazines or larger.
II. Caliber, .380 cal. or larger (not to exceed .44 S&W).
III. Sights, Any.
IV. Modifications, Any.

3. Youth Pistol
I. Semi-auto pistol, ten round magazine or larger.
II. Caliber, .22 lr or larger (not to exceed .44 S&W)
III. Sights, Any.
IV. Modifications, Any.
V. Age, 17 and under.

Stages:

1. “M”astery
I. 4 paper targets () 1 steal.
II. 3 strings of fire. (reloads are not on the “clock”)
III. Pistol divisions starting position
a) Pistol loaded with 11 rounds.
b) Shooter standing at P1.
c) Pistol at the *close ready or **low ready.
IV. At the *** start signal the shooter will engage each paper
target with two rounds and the steel with one round (in any
order). Time stops when shooter is finished or at slide lock
(empty). Each string is limited to 11 rounds of fire.
2. “V”ictory
I. 5 paper targets ().
II. 3 strings of fire. (reloads are not on the “clock”)
III. Pistol divisions starting position
a) Pistol loaded with 11 rounds.
b) Shooter standing at P1.
c) Pistol at the *close ready or **low ready.
IV. At the *** start signal the shooter will engage each paper
target with two rounds (in any order). Time stops when
shooter is finished or at slide lock (empty). Each string is
limited to 11 rounds of fire.

Stars. (falling plates)
I. 6 ea. 8” round falling plates.
II. 4 strings of fire. (reloads are not on the “clock”)
III. Pistol divisions starting position
a) Pistol loaded with 11 rounds.
b) Shooter standing at P1.
c) Pistol at the *close ready or **low ready.
IV. At the *** start signal the shooter will engage each plate (in
any order). Time stops when all plates have fallen or shooter is
at slide lock. Each string is limited to 11 rounds of fire.

* Elbows touching sides of body, muzzle pointed down at an
approximant 45 degree angle to the ground
** Arms extended and at an approximant 45 degree angle to the
ground
*** Start signal will be an audible signal from a hand held shot
clock.

Safety

1. This will be a “cold range” event. No fire arm will be in a loaded
condition unless an RSO instructs the shooter to do so.
2. 180 degree rule applies.
3. Shooter must not anticipate RSO instructions.
Un-holstering/un-bagging of fire arm, loading, magazine changes,
clearing and re-holstering/re-bagging must be done at to command
of the RSO.
4. Fire arms must be carried in a strong side holster or a range bag with
the slide locked to the rear and empty mag well.
5. All other TSGC safety rules apply.

